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PRIVACY SEATING

PRIVACY SEATING
ATELIER    High Back Lounge 

CMYK BLACK2 

NL6500/63/65   Lounge chair with walls and tufted backrest

HILINE    High Back Lounge 

NOBLE     High Back Lounge 
 

   Overall: 19˝W x 23˝D x 37” - 45˝H

HL6500/48        

HL6518/48        

HL6518/48/53        

HL6500/48
Overall: 48”W x 31”D x 17”H 

HL6500/48/35
Overall: 48”W x 31”D x 35”H 

HL6500/48/53
Overall: 48”W x 31”D x 53”H 

Bench

Bench with backrest

Bench with backrest and 53”H wall

AR6500/48        

AR6500/48/35   Lounge chair with 35” walls

AR6500/48/53   Lounge chair with 53” walls

AR6500/48/53R 

        
AR6500/48
Overall: 48”W x 31”D x 17”H 

Railroad Upholstery for walls
Lounge chair with 53” walls with 

AR6500/48/35
Overall: 48”W x 31”D x 35”H 

AR6500/48/53
Overall: 48”W x 31”D x 53”H 

Bench

A SELECTION OF LOUNGE SEATING
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The HiLine Privacy Seating could be dubbed a work horse of 
the offi ce environment.  Available in low and mid back heights, 
this lounge furnishing is perfect for high-traffi c areas. The 
furnishing accords privacy plus fl air to any touchdown space 
and the unpretentious functional design enables it to be 
used in places where people meet. The unique inner spring 
seat cushion provides superior comfort not easily found in 
today’s commercial seating products. HiLine Privacy Seating 
is attractive in styling and offers many variations to suit your 
every need.
 
DESIGN: Dauphin Design Team

CMYK BLACK2 

Atelier stands strong amongst the best while tailoring back a bit to 
be more fl exible and adaptable where other furnishings can’t be. This 
lounge furnishing is available in three heights - sofa back, mid-back 
and tall back, and essentially delivers privacy while also affording 
choices to best meet the design of the area. With Atelier, the ability 
to provide what is needed for the space can be achieved easily and 
without fanfare as the sides extend to the front of the seat to ensure 
maximum privacy and the unique inner spring seat cushion provides 
superior comfort not easily found in today’s commercial seating 
products. Atelier knows what it can bring to touchdown spaces and 
delivers a furnishing that is a welcome addition to any dynamic space 
that promotes collaboration, enhances creativity, increases innovation, 
and intuitively provides a place where employees are happy to meet.

DESIGN: Dauphin Design Team

Noble is a resplendent lounge furnishing that will make a 
statement in touchdown spaces. With Noble, privacy is accorded, 
acoustics are perfect and the choice of two back heights gives the 
opportunity of using what will work best in the design. This is a 
plush lounge furnishing that is attractive as well as very practical. 
The unique inner spring seat cushion provides superior comfort 
not easily found in today’s commercial seating products and the 
medium or high back offers the option to add a shelf which will 
further enhance Noble. This shelf that protrudes off the back is in 
essence workspaces that add more functionality to Noble.  Power 
is managed in a way that does not distract from the furnishing but 
instead is part of the whole image that Noble projects. This is truly a 
lounge furnishing at its optimal best.

DESIGN: Dauphin Design Team
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